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Hindus in Media



The Casteist Hindu
While several Indian states have banned 

the slaughter of cattle, especially since the 

appointment of India’s ruling Bharatiya 

Janata Party in 2014, vegetarianism is 

mostly linked to more affluent Indians 

and some upper-caste Hindu diets.

Religion News Service Rajen Zed article



The Upper Caste Cow Worshiping Hindu is a Cow Vigilante

Religion News Service: vegetarianism is 

mostly linked to more affluent Indians 

and some upper-caste Hindu diets.

Why does the West Oppose Whale Hunt 

or why is there no dog or cat meat in the 

West?

CNN : Politicizing Beef



The Caste Narrative - Dividing the Hindu Youth



The Intolerant Hindu

See the messaging? Destroyers of “Muslim 

Heritage” and “Place of Worship”



Hindus Against Art

Those who opposed M F Husain’s 

outrageous paintings were labeled Hindu 

sectarian extremists

M F Husain’s Painting on Saraswati 

Devi



Hindus are Against Science



The Right-Wing Superstitious Hindu

Notice how 

Washing Post 

portrays Christian 

miracles



The Cannibalistic Hindus

Of course, the primitive eat human brains 

- how would they be expected to respect 

art of science?



Violent Nationalists Hindu Fanatics

BTW, these Hindus were protesting a 

hate-filled, Hinduphobic  book written by 

Wendy Doniger which oversexualized every 

aspect of Hindu dharma



The Hindu Terrorist
One out of a billion Hindu may or may 

not have committed “prejudicial acts” - 

but that did not stop the Washington Post 

from using the phrase “Hindu Terrorism”

Do Washington Post or NY Times or NPR 

or any of the mainstream press agencies 

use these terms for non-Hindus?

After all, as per NYT tweet - “Planes took 

aim at Twin Towers?



Need I Say More?
Can the World’s Largest Democracy 

Endure Another Five Years of a Modi 

Government?

So, if Hindu parents support PM Modi, 

they are Supporting India’s Divider in 

Chief



Media without Bias?

Furkan Khan was NPR producer based in New Delhi, India 



We have come a long way...



Where are we headed?



The Conflict Within 
However, is this an accurate 

representation?



Connecting Hindu Youth to Events in India
Message - Do not join any Hindu 

organization

At least one “smart” politician with 

Presidential ambitions got this message 



Up Next - The Temple Take Over by the Radical Left
The only faith, that has historically allowed 

true freedom of faith - is now being taken over 

by the radical left

However, the radicals who have taken over 

temple in Queens want to screen “Sita Sings 

the Blues”

They don’t want to fight for the right for 

Hindus to exist and survive, but they want to 

fight Islamophobia



Think about this...
● The mainstream press in US consistently uses code words to denigrate spiritual, 

cultural and political aspect of Hindus

● There is a complete convergence of Hindu-hating Hinduphobic forces

● Clever blending of fring political events in India are used to malign Hindu 

organization and create guilt by association among the youth

● This drives Hindu youth away from speaking on the Hindu issues 

● The Indian “left” - now in US is creating fake Hindu organizations and is 

recruiting Hindu youths across the campuses and communities

● You built the mandir, they came.   You will retire will it still be the Hindu mandir 

you envisioned?

The third generation is in danger


